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Where has the time gone?

We've been busy!
It all started with our Born Anxious Originals, designed to spread the word,
build awareness, educate others and feel more in control when out and about.
Simply choose a design, then choose a colour and size.
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can also leave us a note as to whether you’d like the design on the front
instead, or would like a coloured decal.

Choose a design (there are a lot more)

As word spread about our mission,
we began to be approached for
collaborations.
We have been lucky to collaborate
with Born Aspie World, Oliver Jude,
One Tu Muvva, Colour Buddy and
Anna Kennedy Online.
Anna Kennedy OBE in her role as an
Autism Ambassador has also become
an ambassador for us!
One of our latest collaborations is with Speech and Language Therapist Louise
Coigley. Take a look at our Fly a Hug t-shirt

View all collaborations

Launching School Uniform
"Awareness in the classroom" Bring your school or club on board and create a
personalised uniform for your child.
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Here's what we have put together for one of our schools.
If you'd like something similar for your school or club, get in touch. For every
sale we give £1 to the PTA or club.
As well as customising with the school or club badge, you can choose from a
selection of our Original designs.
Each garment can also be personalised by 'adding a name'

Find out more about our school uniform

Supporting Charities
We have consistently donated to Kent Portage , SNAAP and The Kent Autistic
Trust and recently Anna Kennedy Online and the Abode Project Uganda.
Read more here
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Supporting Local - Speak Out
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Wherever we can we try and support local businesses and causes that have a
shared passion for what we do:
Being kind!
Having been a part of Give Us A Break 2019 (GUAB) in Anti Bullying week, with
Anna Kennedy Onlne, it seemed a perfect t for us to help CJ (a 15 year old
from Herne Bay) with her Speak Out campaign.
Find out more here
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